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Lifelong learning in general

Areas of learning for tax officials

Organizations that are helpful in the learning process
PART ONE
Lifelong learning generally means the self-initiated education that is focused on personal development.

The need for lifelong learning is apparent (ongoing changes in society, economy, technology, international environment and the views how we look at the things).

Realization of our limited time and ability and the focus of learning
Lifelong learning of tax officials

- Capacity building should be part of the long-term strategy of every tax administration.
- Taxation is highly specialized work and involves many kinds of knowledge.
- Combination of learning within the structured education system and self-initiated learning.
Areas of learning

01. Tax laws and regulations, international taxation,

02. Accounting, business models of enterprises, data technology, privacy regulations, English language.

03. Communication skills and other soft skills
PART THREE
Education institutions of tax administration itself and cooperative mechanism such as Belt and Road Initiative of Tax Administration Cooperation

OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration

UN Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters

Other organizations such as IBFD (International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation)
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